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.
IT has often been suggestedthat a speakerdetermines
the truth or falsity of a conditional by adding the antecedenthypothetically to his
stock of knowledge and checking to see whether the result entails the consequent.1
One of the most intriguing features of this proposal is the implication that the
truth-value to be assigned to a conditional depends on what a speakerknows and
therefore might be different for different speakers. It is possible, of course, that
the truth-value that thus gets assigned merely represents the speaker's best guess
about the objective truth-value of the conditional. But a different understanding
of the proposal is also possible. It could be that, for some conditionals at least,
there is no objective truth-value other than the speaker-relative one assigned by
the above test. I will refer to conditionals which satisfy the proposal (understood
in the second way) as epistemic conditionals since their truth or falsity depends
on what the speaker knows. As a first approximation, epistemic conditionals
might be represented formally by identifying a set of sentencesr as the speaker's
body of knowledge. A particular speaker's epistemic conditional p > q would
then be true relative to that speakerif r logically implies the material conditional
Ii :Jq. The concept 'speaker' here must of course be construed broadly: if I am
merely contempl~ting asserting an epistemic conditional, presumably the truthvalue is to be determined relative to my knowledge set. On the other hand, if I
am evaluating a conditional statement which someone else has already asserted,
the assessmentshould be made relative to his knowledge set.
The objective of this essay is to identify the class of English epistemic conditionals as precisely as possible and to characterize their truth conditions. Section
I will seek to establish that there are indeed some conditionals of this type in
English. Section n addressesthe problem of how we can determine whether any
given conditional is epistemic. Informal truth conditions are described in Section
ill. Finally, Sections IV and V will consider the options that are available for a
more formal analysis of such conditionals.

I. Are There Epistemic Conditionals?
Certain indicative conditionals appear to conform to the epistemic model rather
nicely. Consider, for example, the following variations on an example suggested
by Ernest Adams.2
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H Oswald did not shoot Kennedy, then someone else did.

(2)
H Oswald did not shoot Kennedy, then no one else did.
The one thing we know for sure about the Kennedy assassinationis that someone
shot Kennedy. Thus if r is our knowledge set, r implies the material counterpart
of (1) but not that of (2). Hence, epistemic analysis gives us the right truthvalues: (1) comes out true and (2) false.
But we may still be understandably reluctant to admit that any English conditionals are re,ally epistemic. The truth-value of an epistemic conditional is
speaker-relative since different speakerswith different stocks of knowledge may
be requjred to assign opposite truth-values to the same conditionals. In general,
a theory of truth that recognizes objective truth-values seems preferable to one
that relativizes them, unless the relativizing theory is clearly more adequate in
its treatment of the linguistic phenomena.
Notwithstanding this general bias in favor of objective truth-values, I think
that there are good reasons for regarding at least some English conditionals as
epistemic. Suppose that a speakerS knows that Jones is a man, but S is ignorant
of Jones' marital status. Then S can correctly count (3) true and (4) false.
(3)
H Jones is married, then Jones is a husband.
(4)
H Jones is married, then Jones is not a man.
The proprietey of counting (4) false is supported by the observation that S should
clearly consider the contrary conditional true.
H Jones is married, then Jones is a man.
Generally, if we agree that p > q is true, and if p is not itself absurd, we count
p > -q false. I will refer to this condition of falsehood as the principle of
incompatible contraries ('IC' for short).3
On the other hand, imagine that another speakerS' is certain that Jones is not
a husband but does not know whether this is because Jones is unmarried or
because Jones is female. Notice that what S' is assumed to know is entirely
compatible with 'what S was supposed to know. Given his knowledge that Jones
is not a husband, S' would consider (4) true. Moreover, S' would certainly want
to claim that if Jones is married, then Jones is not a husband. Hence, by principle
IC, S' is committed to counting (3) false. In effect, each speakerassigns truthvalues exactly in accordance with the epistemic paradigm: each adds the antecedent hypothetically to what he kn~ws and then checks to see whether the
consequent follows. I do not see any reasonable prospect here for showing that
either S or S' has assigned incorrect truth-values. Hence, I conclude that (3) is
true and (4) is false relative to S and vice versa for S'.
Epistemic conditionals will often seem objective if enough people share the
same body of background information. In the case of (1) and (2), we all share
pretty much the same background information about the Kennedy assassination.
Hence, we ascribe the same truth-values. But suppose that a certain individual
Waldo knows that no one other than Oswald shot Kennedy, though he is not
completely certain that Kennedy was in fact shot. Imagine, perhaps, that Waldo
has been informed that Oswald attempted to kill Kennedy and that Waldo has
thoroughly checked the alibi of everyone other than Oswald and verified their
innocence. Knowing as he does that no one else shot Kennedy, Waldo would no
doubt think that if Oswald didn't shoot Kennedy, then Kennedy wasn't shot.
Hence, he would count (2) true and (1) false. It seemsto me that our truth-values
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are objectively no more preferable than Waldo's. The appearance of objectivity
derives solely from the accident that more people share our background knowledge than share Waldo's. Things could easily have been the other way around.
As in the case of S and S', therefore, it seems natural to resolve the apparent
conflict by relativizing truth-values. Relative to the knowledge set sharedby most
actual people, (1) is true and (2) is false. Relative to the hypothetical person
Waldo, however, opposite truth-values obtain.
To dash the hope that objective truth-values may yet be saved, consider what
happens when we pool our knowledge with that of Waldo. Surely, if a claim has
a single "correct" truth-value, that truth-value will emerge and become more
obvious as our totil knowledge expands. But just the opposite happens with (1)
and (2). Suppose that we know beyond any reasonable doubt that someone shot
Kennedy and that no one other than Oswald shot him. Then we would know that
Oswald shot Kennedy. In that case, if would be difficult to assign any truth-value
at all to (1) and (2). Both conditionals are now paradoxical since part of what
we know is that the antecedent is false.
How do other theories manage to avoid relativized truth-values for such conditionals? One approach is to appeal to similarity of worlds. Thus Davis maintains
that an indicative conditional p > q is true if the p-worlds (i.e. the worlds where
p is true) that are overall most similar to the actual world are all q-worlds.4 Davis
argues that the most similar worlds where Oswald did not kill Kennedy are worlds
.that are very much like this one both before and after the assassination. Hence,
they are worlds where someone else shot Kennedy. So on Davis' analysis, (1) is
objectively true and (2) is false.
This approach is attractive provided that we can agree which worlds are overall
most similar to the actual world. It is enlightening to contrast Davis' intuitions
about overall similarity with the views advanced by David Lewis.S I:.ewis argues
at length for a concept of similarity which implies that the worlds where Oswald
did not kill Kennedy that are overall most similar to the actual world are worlds
in which Kennedy was not killed. Lewis does not of course assign opposite truthvalues to (1) and (2). Instead, he maintains that overall similarity of worlds is
not involved in. our assessmentof (1) and (2).
To get objective truth-values out of an analysis based on similarity of worlds,
we need to be able to agree on what is meant by 'overall similarity of worlds'.
But there seems to be little prospect of showing that either Lewis or Davis is
wrong about overall similarity. The problem is that the notion of world similarity
itself is context dependent. The respects of similarity that are pivotal for comparisons made in one context may be quite different from the respects that are
important in another context. This is obvious when things other than worlds are
being compared, and there is no reason to think that worlds are a special case
where respects of comparison are invariant.
Thus if we analyze conditionals such as (1) and (2) in terms of world similarity,
our principal concern should be to explain how we know, for a given context,
which aspects of comparison are important for that context. In Section ill below,
I will argue that conditionals such as (1) and (2) can indeed be analyzed in terms
of world similarity. But the similarity relation that is appropriate to use depends
on the speaker's body of knowledge and will thus vary from one speaker to
another. Roughly speaking, the worlds most similar to the actual world are those
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in which as much of what the speaker knows as possible remains true. When

.

applied to (1) and (2), this analysis gives the same speaker-relative truth-values
that I argued for above.
A different way of getting objective truth-values for such conditionals is to

'

maintain that indicatives such as (1) and (2) are really material conditionals.6
The main argument for this position consists in demonstrating that the conditions
for appropriately asserting an indicative conditional are the same as those for
asserting the corresponding material conditional. For example, David Lewis argues
that the degree of assertability of an indicative conditional p > q and of its
material analogue p :) q are both determined by the conditional probability
"P(q/p). This has the 'surprising consequencethat assertability ofp:) q is notmeasured by P(p :) q) (since P(q/p) 4: P(p :) q». But Lewis offers a plausible defense
of the consequence. As he puts it, "it may happen that a speakerbelieves a truthfunctional conditional [i.e. p :) q] yet he ought not to assert it."? Lewis has in
mind cases in which a speaker believes p :) q solely on the grounds that the
antecedent is false. In such cases it would be unreasonable (misleading) to assert
p :) q even though P(-p) and hence P(p :) q) are high. So he concludes that
P(p :) q) is not a measure of the assertability of the material conditional. Instead,
the conditional probability P( q/p) measures assertability for both the indicative
and the material conditional.
But even if we agree that material and indicative conditionals have the same
assertability conditions, it does not follow that they are equivalent. This becomes
apparent if we shift attention from assertability conditions to a comparison of
conditions of assent. It is often appropriate to assent to claims that cannot be
appropriately asserted. For example, if I am reasonably certain that Oswald and
no one else killed Kennedy, it is inappropriate (misleading) for me to assert the
disjunction
Either Oswald shot Kennedy or no one shot Kennedy.
Such an assertion would tend to make my listeners think that I know less than
I do. Nevertheless, it does not seem improper for me to assentto this disjunction
(and hence to the corresponding material conditional) if someone else presents
it and asks me whether it is true or false. However, it is not at all clear that I
should assent to the corresponding indicative conditional (in effect (2». My
certitude about Oswald's guilt is considerably less than my confidence that Kennedy was killed. In the remote chance that Oswald did not kill Kennedy, someone
else did. So I refuse assentto the indicative conditional.
There is, however, a still more telling objection to the general theory that
indicatives are material. There are at least some cases in which a material conditional and its indicative counterpart agree in both their conditions for assent
and assertion and yet differ in truth-values. Suppose that Smith knows that Kramer made a bet on a certain coin toss. Smith has no information about whether
Kramer bet heads or tails. However, an informant whom Smith has good reason
to trust has told him that the outcome was heads. Hence, it is appropriate for
Smith to assent to and assert (5).
(5)
If Kramer bet heads, then he won.
Notice, however, that though it is reasonable and appropriate for Smith to
assert (5), our assumptions do not imply that his assertion would be true. The
informant who told Smith that the outcome was heads has a solid record of
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reliability, and so Smith has excellent inductive grounds for (5). But suppose that
on this occasion the informant was lying. The outcome was really tails. In that
case, 1 think that we would consider Smith's assertion (5) to be false. The situation
complicated at this point becausethere is a significant difference between what
the reader knows and what Smith knows. Since the reader is privy to the fact
that the outcome was tails, (5) is false relative to the reader. This is clear since
the contrary of (5) must be true relative to the reader: if Kramer bet heads, he
lost. Our earlier principle IC thus requires that (5) is false relative to the reader.
But let the reader now put himself back into Smith's shoes. 1 claim that (5) is
false relative to Smith too, though not because of principle IC. Smith does not
know that the outcome was tails, and so he is in no position to assertthe contrary
of (5). Nevertheless, ,he has asserted (5) because of his false belief that the
outcome was heads. Surely his assertion of (5) is some sort of mistake. But what
is the nature of the error? Smith's assertion cannot be considered unreasonable
because it is based on good evidence. Moreover, the assertion is in no way
conversationally inappropriate. (Imagine that someone has asked Smith what
happened if Kramer bet heads.) The correct diagnosis of Smith's error therefore
seems to be simply that Smith has asserted a falsehood.
Consider now the disjunction that corresponds to (5).
(6)
Either Kramer did not bet heads or he won.
Since Smith has good evidence that the outcome was heads, he is justified in
believing and asserting (6). Thus (5) and (6) are both appropriate assertions for
Smith. But is (6) true? So far we have assumed nothing about what Kramer bet.
Imagine, therefore, that he bet tails. Since the outcome was tails, Kramer must
have won. So (6) is true. Thus we have a case of an indicative (5) and corresponding disjunction (6) both of which can be appropriately assertedand assented
to by Smith. Yet while (6) is (objectively) true, (5) seemsfalse relative to Smith.
Such cases do not seem reconcilable to the theory that indicatives are all
material. However, the explanation is straightforward if we assume that (5) is
epistemic. Though the disjunction (6) is true and Smith is justified in believing
it, justified true belief is not knowledge.s Sentence (6) cannot be counted as part
of Smith's body of knowledge because he inferred it from a falsehood, i.e. his
belief that the outcome was heads. Since (6) is not something that the speaker
knows, his conditional (5) is counted false under epistemic analysis. The example
amounts to a conditional version of a Gettier paradox.
Such cases provide what is perhaps the strongest evidence yet that at least
some English conditionals are genuinely epistemic in the sense1 outlined earlier.
If (5) is indeed a conditional analogue of a Gettier paradox, it shows that such
conditionals are not disguised disjunctions becauseknowledge is not justified true
belief. For the conditional (5) to be true, the corresponding disjunctive assertion
must be known, not merely true, justified and conversationally appropriate.
1 anticipate one significant objection to the above analysis of cases such as (5).
Let us modify the example just discussed slightly. Assume that Smith still knows
that Kramer has made a bet but that no one has said anything to him about the
outcome. Hence he has no knowledge or belief about whether the result was tails
or heads. Surely Smith should respond with 'I don't know' rather than 'false'
when asked about (5). Yet my analysis requires that (5) must still be false relative
to Smith's body of knowledge.9
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The problemhereis presumablynot with the fact that (5) shouldbeconsidered
false if assertedby Smith. I take that fact to be establishedat this point. The
problemis rather with Smith's seemingreluctanceto assertthat (5) is false: if it
false, why shouldhe be unwilling to claim that it is false?
I think that this modified caseis easilyreconciledto my analysiswith the aid
of one fairly obvious fact aboutthe pragmaticsof negatedindicatives.In English,
the assertionthat an indicative conditionalis false is easilyconfusedwith assertion of the contraryconditional.I do notclaim, nordo I believe,thattheindicative
-(p> q) is equivalentto p > -q. Nevertheless,thereis still a reasonablyhigh
probability that a speakerwho assertsthe Englishindicative versionof -(p>q)
will be interpretedby his listenersas having claimed p > -q. In the modified
betting example',Smithis clearly in no positionto asserteither(5) or its contrary
sincehe hasno belief aboutthe outcome.Hence, it is reasonablefor him to avoid
an explicit negationof (5) since suchan assertionwould be too readily misconstrued as a claim that the contrary of (5) is true.
The unavailability of the negationof (5) doesnot entail that Smithis left with
no preciseway of denyingthis conditional. Assuming that Smith has no belief
whateveraboutthe outcomeand that we ask him whetherKramer won if he bet
heads, Smith might well reply, 'Maybe he did, and maybe he didn't.' More
precisely, Smith could be quite happy assertinga pair of indicative "might"
conditionals.
(5')
If Kramer bet heads,he might havewon.
and

(5")
If Kramer bet heads,he might not havewon.
I think that (5") is in fact tantamountto the negationof (5). Lewis arguespersuasivelythat a subjunctive"might" conditionalshouldbe analyzedasthe negation of the contrary "would" conditional.10I think that Lewis is right and that a
correspondingaccountof indicative "might" conditionalsis also correct. That
is, we should interpret
If it is the casethat p, then it might be the casethat q.
as equivalentto
It is false that if it is the casethat p, then it is not the casethat q.
If this is correct, then in the modified exampleSmith doeshavea preciseway of
denying(5) without risking misconstrual.He doesjust that whenhe asserts(5").
Thus we can accountfor Smith'sreluctanceto assertthe negationof (5) and we
can seethathe neverthelesshasa non-misleadingway of expressinghis view that
(5) is false.
II. Grammatical Features of Epistemic Conditionals
The logical and semanticconceptsthat logicians concoctare rarelyembodied
very neatly in convenientgrammaticalstructuresof English.Consider,for example, the plight of truth-functional con~".lnction.
It is loosely tied to the English
'and', but the embodimentis an approximationat best. In English 'and' often
carriesa suggestionof temporalordernot presentin truth-functionalconjunction.
Many English speakerswould considerthe following sentencesnonequivalent.
Janegot married and had a baby.
Janehad a baby and got married.

.
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In some cases, 'and' does not even serve to conjoin sentences:
Jones stood between Smith and Kramer.
Such imperfect embodiment is also typical of conditionals. Counterfactuals,
for example, have generally beencharacterized as conditionals whose antecedents
are contrary-to-fact. But under this construal, subjunctives cannot all be counterfactuals because the antecedents of subjunctives are not always false. Moreover, future tense indicatives seem to be closer in meaning to genuine counterfactuals than to anything else. Witness the correspondence between (1') below
and (1 ").
(1)
If Oswald did not shoot Kennedy, someone else did.
(1 ')
If Oswald had not shot Kennedy, someone else would have.
(1 ")
If Oswald does not shoot Kennedy, someone else will.
While (1) is epistemic, (1') is a clear counterfactual. Our assessmentof (1')
seemsto be based on considerations similar to those that would have been relevant
for the corresponding future indicative (1 ") if it had been asserted prior to the
assassination. Whatever evidence confirms or disconfirms (1') also confirms or
disconfirms (I").!!
Hence, while most people would consider (1) true, they
would view (1') and (1 ") as false.
Are there any special grammatical characteristics that can help us to identify
epistemic conditionals? All the examples of epistemic conditionals in Section I
were in the indicative mood and in the past or present tense. It would be convenient if all and only indicatives were epistemic. But unfortunately (1 ") suggests
that some indicatives (namely, future tense indicatives) are not epistemic. The
suggestion is further confirmed by examples such as the following.
If this pencil is released in mid-air, it will fall.
If this pencil is acceleratedto near the speed of light, its mass will approach

infinity.
The past tense indicatives in the Kennedy examples (i.e., (1) and (2» appeared
at first to have objective truth-values. But I discounted this appearance on the
grounds that what is general public knowledge might easily be otherwise. In the
case of a future tense indicatives such as those above, however, it seemsto make
no difference whether the relevant body of knowledge is public information.
While most people are familiar enough with gravity, the theory of relativity has
still not become general public knowledge. Hence such knowledge would lead
us to count the first conditional true but not the second. Nevertheless, both
conditionals are (objectively) true. Few scientists would agree that the second
conditional is false relative to those who are ignorant of relativity.
It appears, therefore, that the combination of the indicative mood and the past
or present (but not future) tense is our best grammatical indicator that a conditional is epistemic. Subjunctive conditionals, on the other hand, are generally
less amenable to epistemic interpretation (especially past tense subjunctives). It
should be apparent, however, that these grammatical indicators constitute guidelines rather than exceptionless rules for determining whether an English conditional is epistemic. The lack of perfect embodiment is disconcerting, but it is at
least consoling to note that we would have as much difficulty providing firm rules
for deciding when an English' and' or 'or' is to be interpreted as a truth-functional

connective.
Since the grammatical indicators may not always be reliable, it is appropriate
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to note that independentinformation aboutthe intentionsof a speakeris some-

.

times relevant in deciding whethera conditionalis epistemic.The objective in
entertainingthe antecedentp of an epistemicconditionalis normallyto determine
how one's body of knowledgewould be alteredif p were known. In contrast,

.

counterfactualconditionalscan be understoodas assertionswhosepurposeis to
determinehow the world would be differentif p weretrue. Thus if we know that
a speakeris uncertainaboutp but is toying with the prospectof acceptingit, we
havesomegroundsfor viewing his conditional p > q as epistemic.
ill. Informal Thuth Conditions
I defined 'epistemic' at the beginning of the paperas follows. A conditional
p >q is epistemicif its truth or falsity is determinedby addingp hypothetically
to the speaker'sstockof knowledgeand determining whetherthe result entails
q. To developthis suggestionmore rigorouslywe will needto replacethe vague
notion 'stock of knowledge' with a conceptthat is formally moreprecise.
Let W be a class of worlds eachof which containsthe speakerand in eachof
which the speakerhas the samepsychologicalstate(hencethe samebeliefs) as
in the actualworld. The worlds in W differ from one anotherin terms of which
of the speaker'sbeliefs are true or false and in terms of other factorsthat affect
whetherthosebeliefs areconsideredknowledge.Thusa sentencep which is part
of the speaker'sknowledgein the actualworld might be true but not countedas
knowledgein someother world becausethe speaker'sgroundsin that world are
in someway inadequate.For example,the belief mayhave beenacquiredin the
otherworld via an informant who was thoughtto be knowledgeablebut who in
fact only madea lucky guess.Let K be an assignmentof a knowledgeset Kw of
sentencesof a first order languageto eachworld w in W. For eachw, Kwis the
setof sentencesthatthe speakerwould know if w wereactual.Roughlyspeaking,
then, we might formulate the analysis by saying that an epistemicconditional
p > q is true at w (relative to knowledgeassignmentK) iff Kw logically implies
p:> q.
This formulation quickly raisesa problem. As it stands,the aboveproposal
implies that if the speakerknows that p is false, thenany epistemicconditional
p > q will be trivially true. This may be acceptablein caseswhere knowledge
that p is false amountsto absolutecertainty that p is false (though it might be
more naturalto regard sucha conditionalas havingno truth-value). But in most
cases,knowing that p is false does not entail being absolutelycertain that it is
false, and it is this fact which raisesan importunateproblemfor the abovetruth
condition. What we count as knowledgeis not always subjectivelycertain. A
reasonablygood history studentmay properly be creditedwith knowledgethat
Caligula was an emperorof Rome. Hence, he would be correct in considering
an epistemicconditional suchas the following to be true.
If Caliguiawasa vegetarian,thenat leastoneRomanemperorwasavegetarian.
But the samestudent'sknowledgeof Caligula doesnot preventhim from entertainingnontrivialconditionalswhoseantecedents
denythatCaliguiawasanemperor.
The studentlearned aboutCaligula by readinga certain historytext. Hence,he
correctly considersthe following to be true.
If Caligula was not a Romanemperor,then my history text is wrong.

.
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It appears that in such cases a speakerentertains an antecedentwhich conflicts
with what he knows by tentatively dropping less certain pieces of knowledge to
make his knowledge set consistent with the antecedent. More generally, a speaker
determines the truth-value of p > q at a world w by revising his knowledge set
Kw to make it consistent with the antecedentp. The revision consists of dropping
the less certain sentences until a new set K~ consistent with p is obtained.
We can characterize this process in more formal terms by assuming that each
speaker ranks the truth-functional sentences of his language in accordance with
a subjective probability function P. Let us agree that P is rational at least to the
extent of satisfying the laws of classical probability theory. From Kw, P produces
a nested set of Kw-revisions: <I>is a Kw-revision iff <l>kKwand every member of
<I>is more probable than any member of Kw not in <1>.
Let K~ be the union of all
Kw-revisions consistent with p. Normally, this will be the largest Kw-revision
consistent with p, and hence it will be the most modest adjustment of Kw that
does not trlvialize the conditional. The epistemic conditional p> q is then considered true at w iff K~ implies p :J q.
It must be acknowledged that there could still be problems with the above
informal analysis of epistemic conditionals .12For example, to identify a knowledge assignment K for each speaker, we must be able to determine what knowledge should be ascribed to a person in a given psychological state under a specified set of factual circumstances. What is needed here amounts to an adequate
theory of knowledge in the classical philosophical sense. It is obviously outside
the scope of this essayto advance such a theory. The use of probability functions
might also have to be modified. It is possible that the degreeof subjective certainty
of sentences in Kw is not the only factor which affects the way in which Kw is
revised to accommodate p. It may well be that other factors such as informational
content and explanatory power also affect which sentencesare dropped and which
are retained. 13
Perhaps the best way to deal with such potential trouble spots is to formulate
our analysis in slightly more general terms that allow for some differences of
detail while still preserving the essential idea that the truth-value of an epistemic
conditional depends on what the speakerknows. The account of truth given above
could just as easily have been developed in terms of the more familiar and more
general notion of world similarity. We need only to think of a speaker'sknowledge
and subjective priorities as determining the extent to which any world is similar
to any other. The worlds closest to the actual world, for example, are those where
everything the speaker knows remains true. As we drop less certain pieces of
knowledge from Kw, worlds farther away come to satisfy the revised set. In
general, we can say that world v is at least as similar to w as u is (i.e. v ~wu) iff
every Kw-revision satisfied by u is satisfied by v. Intuitively, u will be farther
away from actuality than v if one must make a more drastic modification of one's
knowledge set to make it consistent with the world u than that required for world

v.
I will say that vis one of the closest p-worlds to w if v is a p-world which is
as close to w as any p-world. It is easily seenthat v is one of the closest p-worlds
to w iff v satisfies the union of Kw-revisions consistent with p (i.e. iff v satisfies
K~). Hence, we could have formulated our truth condition above by saying that
p > q is true at w iff the nearest p-worlds to w are all q-worlds .14
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The formulation in terms of world similarity has the virtue of generality. However, as I argued in Section I, the concept of overall similarity is at best limited
in its usefulness. There are indefinitely many ways in which two worlds may be
considered to resemble one another, and it is not at all clear that there is any
single complex of respects of similarity that we always refer to by the phrase
'overall similarity of worlds'. To determine whether a particular speaker's conditional is true, we need empirical methods for ascertaining which respects of
world similarity are important and for resolving disagreements about which of
two worlds is most similar to the actual world. Fortunately, there is a reasonable
prospect of resolving these difficulties in the case of epistemic conditionals if
similarity relations are derived from a speaker's body of knowledge along the
lines suggested earlier. The assertions that a speaker knows that p or that he is
more confident about q than r are at least straightforwardly empirical claims.
One final modification of the above informal truth condition deserves consideration. It might be thought that my analysis could be simplified in a pleasing
way by just abandoning person-relative truth-values in favor of subjective probabilities. After all, subjective probabilities do playa role in determining truthvalues on my analysis, and such probabilities are certainly person-relative. So
perhaps we could just assign a subjective conditional probability to eachepistemic
conditional and be done with it. IS
Unfortunately this simplification would ignore the main thrust of the argument
given near the end of Section I. Smith's conditional probability that Kramer won
if he bet heads was very high. Nevertheless, I argued that the conditional
(5)
If Kramer bet heads, then he won
should be considered false relative to Smith because Smith cannot be said to
know the disjunctive analogue of (5). So whatever else we may say about these
person-relative truth values, they clearly do not reduce to subjective probabilities.
IV. Epistemic Conditionals as Variably Strict
As we have seen, most epistemic conditionals are indicatives. Hence, when
we begin to look for a formal analysis of epistemic conditionals, it is natural that
we should turn first to proposals that have been made regarding the logic of
indicatives. Let us begin with the possibility that epistemic conditionals might
be variably strict. On this analysis, the truth-value of a conditional p > q at a
world w is relativized to a structure <~,S>
where ~ is an assignment of a
similarity relation ~w to each world w and S assigns a set of worlds Swto each
world w. The assignment~ can be generatedfrom a speaker'sknowledge structure
as indicated in Section ill. The set Swserves to distinguish entertainable antecoedents from those that are considered absurd. The antecedent of an epistemic
conditional is absurd for a given speakerif it conflicts with truths that he knows
with absolute certainty (i.e. truths which he knows and which have a subjective
probability of 1). Thus let tIIw be the Kw-revision which consists of ~ose
sentences r such that P(r) = 1. The set Swcan then be identified with the set of
worlds which satisfy every member of tIIw. Hence, if Swcontains no p-world, p
is incompatible with truths at w which are known with certainty; so p is absurd
atw.
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Under this type of semantics, the standard truth condition counts p > q true
at w if either p is absurd or the p-worlds most similar to w are all q-worlds. More
precisely,
TI:
p> q is true at w relative to <~,S> iff either (i)Sw contains no pworld, or (ii) for each p-world v, if v ~w u for every p-world u, then v
is a q-world.I6
The logic that results for the conditional' >' depends on the assumptions that
are made about the similarity relation. For example Al -A3 are the assumptions
of one fairly modest system which Lewis calls 'VW'.
AI:
~w is transitive
A2:
~wis strongly connected.
A3:
w belongs to Swand w ~w v for every v in Sw.
It is easy to verify that where ~ and S are obtained from a knowledge assignment
K and probability function P as indicated in Section ill, ~ and S will satisfy Al
-A3.

The proposal that indicatives be viewed as variably strict has appeared elsewhere in slightly different versions. For example, Davis argues for such a position, but, as noted in Section I, he does not appear to think that the notion of
world similarity will vary from speakerto speaker.17Hence, Davis' analysis does
not provide for the person-relative feature of epistemic conditionals.
Stalnaker has also developed a similar semantics for indicatives, and his analysis allows that the relevant respects of world similarity will vary with context. 18
Stalnaker recognizes and attempts to solve a number of potential problems with
this use of the semantics of variable strictness. First, some inferences that seem
intuitively reasonable turn out to be invalid if the conditional is variably strict.
One such illation is dubbed the 'Direct Inference' (01):
Either the butler did it or the gardner did it.
Therefore, if the butler didn't do it, the gardner did.
A second trouble spot concerns inferences such as Hypothetical Syllogism (HS)
and Contraposition (CT). These arguments are also invalid if the conditional is
variably strict. However, according to Stalnaker, there are no purely indicative
counterexamples to them.
Stalnaker seeksto resolve these difficulties by supplementing the logical notion
of valid inference with a pragmatic theory of reasonable inference. The details
of Stalnaker's theory need not concern us here. The important point to note is
just that 01, HS and CT all turn out to be reasonable. Hence, the intuitive
plausibility of these inferences is accounted for under Stalnaker's theory without
making the inferences technically valid.
Unfortunately, Stalnaker's analysis depends on the claim that there are no
indicative counterexamples to HS and CT, and this seemsto be simply a mistake.
Ernest Adams has provided numerous such counterexamples.19 All of Adams'
examples are future tense indicatives and hence cannot plausibly be considered
epistemic. However, it is a simple matter to construct genuine epistemic counterexamples. Returning to an illustration from Section I, S knows that Jones is a
man and hence counts (3) true.
(3)
If Jones is married, then Jones is a husband.
But suppose the S's knowledge that Jones is a man is not subjectively certain: S
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has no trouble entertaining the hypothesis that Jones is not a man. In that case S

.

counts (7) true and (8) false.
(7)
If Jones is married but is not really a man, then Jones is married.
(8)
Therefore, if Jones is married but is not really a man, then Jones is a

..

husband.
But (3), (7) and (8) constitute a counterexample to HS. For a counterexample to
cr, we need only alter the example slightly.
If Jones is married, then Jones is not a wife.
Therefore, if Jones is a wife, Jones is not married.
It seems that Stalnaker's theory of reasonable inference would at least have to be
revised to apply to epistemic conditionals since it does not distinguish acceptable
cases of HS and CT from unacceptable ones. A similar problem exists for the
form 'Simplification of Disjunctive Antecedents' (SDA):
(pVq»r
Therefore, p > r.
Most epistemic occurrences of this inference form in ordinary speech are quite
compelling. Yet, it is possible to construct counterexamples. For example, given
S's confidence about Jones' masculinity, the following premise seemstrue relative
to S.
If Jones is either a wife or a husband, Jones is a husband.
But we balk at the conclusion.
Therefore, if Jones is a wife, then Jones is a husband.
Since HS, CT and SDA are quite common in ordinary discourse, a useful theory
of reasonable inference would need to distinguish systematically between the
cases where these inferences are acceptable and those cases where they are not
to be counted on.
Stalnaker's theory of reasonable inference does manage to explain the plausibility of the inference 01. However, when we consider the special properties of
the epistemic conclusion of 01, it becomes doubtful that any supplementary
theory is needed to account for this case. Note first that the discussion at the end
of Section I provides a counterexample to the form of inference
-pVq
Therefore, p > q.
The disjunction (6) was objectively true. But the corresponding epistemic conditional (5) came out false when (5) was interpreted relative to Smith's body of
knowledge. The inference tends to seemreasonable in spite of being technically
invalid because the conclusion will be true relative to any speaker who knows
that the premise is true. Thus we cannot find a single case in which we know
that the premise is true and we know that the conclusion is false (relative to us).
A final problem with the view that epistemic conditionals are variably strict is
that there are counterexamples to some inferences that are deemed valid under
this theory. For example, consider the following instance of Substitution of Equivalent Antecedents (SEA).

p>q
Therefore, (p & (r V -r»

> q.

I
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the form is valid when' >' is variably strict the following counterexample
suggests that the inference is not always reasonable.
If Jones took the 10 o'clock flight, he is now in Chicago.
Therefore, if Jones took the 10 o'clock flight and the plane either crashed
or did not crash, Jones is now in Chicago.
Thus while a prima facie case can be made for viewing epistemic conditionals
as variably strict, the analysis still has its problems. The difficulties parallel those
which I have discussed elsewhere in connection with the position that counterfactual conditionals are variably strict.ZOThere appearto be two general strategies
we can follow in attempting to construct a logic for epistemic conditionals. Either
we adopt a logic which is very weak in an effort to avoid every possible counterexample, or else we adopt a stronger logic and attempt to devise explanations
for the apparent counterexamples. The liability of the former alternative is that
we are left facing a vast number of apparently reasonable instances of HS, CT,
SDA, and SEA that are counted technically invalid. If we wish our logic to have
practical utility, we are then forced to devise some supplementary theory of
reasonable inference so that the reasonable cases can by systematically distinguished from the cases where these inferences are not to be counted on. On the
other hand, if we try to defend a stronger logic, we run the risk of having to
explain counterexamples using ad hoc principles which have no purpose other
than to reconcile our preferred theory to recalcitrant data. It is apparent that both
approaches have their liabilities. However, I think that the prospects of success
for the second approach are somewhat better. As I will argue in the next section,
when a strong logical theory is outfitted with a pragmatic account of how conditionals are interpreted (which would be needed even if there were no counterexamples to be explained) the total theory provides plausible explanations for the
problematic counterexamples.

V. Epistemic Conditionals as Formally Strict
When the epistemic '>' is considered to be formally strict HS, CT, SDA, and
SEA are all valid. I will use Kripke's semantics and view p > q as an abbreviation
of D(p :> q). But the box 'D' is not interpreted as meaning 'necessarily'. Rather,
p > q is true at a world w if p :> q is true at all worlds accessible from w.
Which worlds are accessible from w will normally depend on the speaker'sbody
of knowledge and various contextual factors. The set of worlds accessible from
any given world is specified by defining an accessibility relation R. In precise
terms, our new truth condition is given by Tz.
Tz
P > q is true at wunder R iff, for every v such that
wRv holds, p :> q is true atv under R.
Just as the semantics of variable strictness had to be supplemented with a
pragmatic account of the means for identifying a similarity relation, so we now
need a theory to explain how a listener knows what accessibility relation to use
in interpreting any particular conditional. We begin by considering the problem
of interpreting an epistemic conditional uttered more or less in isolation from any
larger body of discourse. If the considerations in the section on informal truth
conditions are to be adhered to, we should interpret p > q in such a way that any
world v will be accessible from the actual world if v is at least as close to the
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actual world as the nearest worlds where p is true. Then p > q will be true
according to T 2 if all accessible p-worlds (i.e. the closest p-worlds are q-worlds.
To formulate this idea more precisely and generally, we again assume a pair
<~,S> generated from a speaker's body of knowledge as described in Section
IV. Let us say that an accessibility relation R results from standard interpretation
ofp relative to a structure <~,S> when wRv holds iff v is in Swand v~w u for
each p-world U.21It is easily seen that, as long as we always construct a standard
interpretation of an isolated conditional, this semantics gives the same truthvalues as the semantics of variable strictness. What this means, of course, is just
that both analyses manage to preserve the intuitive truth conditions of Section

ill.
The principal difference with the semantics of variable strictness arises for
conditionals that are not isolated, i.e. those that occur embedded in a larger body
of discourse containing (possibly) several epistemic conditionals. In the most
common type of case, it seems reasonable to assume that a speaker and hearer
construct a standard interpretation for the first conditional antecedentthey encounter
or perhaps for some hypothesis advance early in the body of discourse. Subsequent conditionals are then assessedwith respectto the same accessibility relation
until the discourse ends.
But this assumes that we have some way of telling when the end of a long
body of discourse has been reached. Long pauses and clear topic changes are
obvious signs of breaks in discourse. However, one other important way of
indicating such a transition is the introduction of a new conditional which would
be trivialized if interpreted relative to the old relation. If we are engaged in a
conversation with S about Jones, S naturally tends to assume as much of what
he knows about Jones as possible. Since S knows that Jones is a man, he asserts
conditionals such as (3).
(3)
If Jones is married, then Jones is a husband.
Imagine, however, that at a certain point later in the conversation someone introduces the conditional (9).
(9)
If Jones is married but is not really a man, then Jones is a wife.
Though the antecedent of (9) is clearly not absurd, it does conflict with an
assumption about Jones that has been operative until now in the conversation. If
we continue to interpret what is said with the same assumptions in mind (hence,
with the same accessibility relation), (9) will be trivialized. Given an option, we
normally try to avoid trivial interpretations of what other people say. So it is
clear that the old assumptions should be abandoned and a new standard interpretation formed. In effect, we avoid trivialization by treating the corpus beginning
with (9) as a new body of discourse.
To express these interpretive guidelines in more precise terms, consider R to
be a normal interpretation for a body of discourse D relative to a world w iff,
for every antecedent p in D, there is some p-world v such that wRv holds. In
interpreting a body of discourse D produced in the actual world, we customarily
require both that the accessibility relation R result from standard interpretation
early in the discourse and that R be normal for D relative to the actual world.
Thus if a conditional such as (9) above is introduced which threatens to make R
non-normal, we view the conditional in question as the beginning of a new body
of discourse requiring a new standard interpretation.

.
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To illustrate the use of these interpretive principles in explaining apparent
counterexamples to valid inferences, consider the inference 'Construction of Disjunctive Antecedents' (CDA):
I

p>r
q>r
Therefore, (q V p) > r
CDA is valid regardless of whether '>' is variably strict or strict. Nevertheless,
there are instances of this form which are dubious at best. The last time I checked
my watch, it was about 6:30 p.m. That was at least a half hour ago. Since my
watch is quite accurate, I can assert with considerable confidence (without looking
at the watch of course) that
If the present time is 7 p.m., then my watch indicates 7 p.m.
But I must also admit to the following:
If my watch's battery died at exactly 7 p.m., then my watch indicates 7

p.m.
However, I am not at all happy about the conclusion required by CDA:
If either my watch's battery died at exactly 7 p.m. or the present time is
7 p.m., then my watch indicates 7 p.m.
It is not difficult to identify what it is that makes this argument suspicious. The
first premise depends on a background assumption that my watch and its battery
are functioning normally. I ordinarily accept the assumption and even consider
it to be part of my body of knowledge. (I know what time it is when 1 look at
my watch.) But this knowledge is not subjectively certain, and it is therefore
easily "suspended" by the second premise. Once the assumption has been suspended, it cannot then be recovered for the conclusion. In terms of the pragmatics
we have discussed, I construct a standard interpretation using the antecedent of
the first premise. The assumption that the battery is functioning is true at all
worlds accessible under the relation R that results from this interpretation. But
this means that R will not be normal for the entire body of discourse because
there are no accessible worlds where the antecedent of the second premise is
true. To avoid trivialization, therefore, I automatically abandon R when the second premise is encountered and form a new interpretation and relation R' for the
antecedent of the second premise. In effect, therefore, I drop the assumption that
the battery is working. Since the battery is no longer functioning at all accessible
worlds, the conclusion comes out false under R '. The argument seems invalid
only because our pragmatic interpretive principles have caused us to equivocate.
The most important point to note about the explanation just given is that it depends
on minimal pragmatic assumptions about the way in which epistemic conditionals
are interpreted, i.e. the assumption that interpretations are both standard and
normal. Some such pragmatic hypotheses would be necessary in any case since
the interpretation of an epistemic conditional varies with the speaker. Hence, the
assumptions needed to explain the counterexample to CDA are in no sense ad
hoc. Counterexamples to HS, CT, SDA, and SEA are also easily explained in
terms of the concepts of standard and normal interpretation. The explanations
exactly parallel those I have given elsewhere for the counterfactual versions of
these inferences, sot hey need not be repeated here.22.23
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Thus I think that, for the present at least, there is a slightly better case to be
made for viewing epistemic conditionals as strict than variably strict. However,
I must concede that this preference arises partly from my general strategy towards
the broader problems of conditional logic. Every logician must somehow strike
a balance between validating as many of the intuitively reasonable inferences as
possible and prohibiting inferences for which there are counterexamples. On the
whole, I think that we are in a better position to deal with such problems if we
adopt a relatively strong logical theory and then devise ways of accounting for
the odd cases that appear unreasonable.24
The University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
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